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Strategic planning to identify new opportunities, the

region is blessed with sunny, hot summers and long

development of tools to attract new investment and

sandy beaches with some of the warmest ocean water in

regional collaborative initiatives are hallmarks of the

Canada. Tourism is a dominant part of the economy.

EDR Program, and this project was a clear fit.

With its mild winters the area has become known as a

In June of 2014, the comprehensive ‘lifestyle

haven for retirees. The median age of the population is

entrepreneur’ strategy and tactics were completed and

almost 60 years old. The downside of the demographics

the campaign was launched. Materials developed to

of tourists and retirees is that the economy is dominated

support the strategy include website design templates,

by service-sector wage rates, bringing the median income

graphics, messaging, and video.
According to Burden, the next phase of the project will
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OCEANSIDE INITIATIVEs STRATEGY

The region developed an Economic Development

include attending tradeshows with some of the ‘star’

Partnership called Oceanside Initiatives, which is

lifestyle entrepreneurs who have already chosen to

financially supported by the communities of Parksville

make the Parksville-Qualicum area their home.

and Qualicum Beach, the Regional District of Nanaimo
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The Parksville-Qualicum Beach

from the region down below the provincial average.
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‘Lifestyle Entrepreneurs’ In PQB:
Median Age Down, Median Wage Up

and the Parksville and Qualicum Chambers, Tourism and

A video produced to support the strategy highlights why

Downtown Business Associations, as well as Vancouver

some of these successful entrepreneurs have chosen the

Island University and School District 69.

Parksville-Qualicum area.

With this new campaign we’re looking forward

“We are a testament to the fact that you can grow an

to seeing younger families and new businesses

award-winning, cutting-edge technology company outside

making our region their home.

of a major centre and basically have it all,” explains Clive
Goodinson of Pixton Comics. “We have tripled our living

Kim Burden, Executive Director of the PDCC, explained that

space by moving out of the city, we work out of our home

the group’s goal is to diversify the economy by attracting

and have customers around the world.”

new businesses and investors, adding new economic
generators, and ultimately bringing down the median age

Tech sector entrepreneurs in the 30-50 age demographic

of residents while increasing the median income.

will be one of the primary target markets, allowing the
region to build on a growing tech presence and the

“ICET provided funding for a project that has a focus on

family-friendly assets in the community.

attracting ‘lifestyle entrepreneurs,’ as they’re known,” he
said. “These are the people who choose where to live and

“Technology means that many entrepreneurs and

build a business based on quality of life. With amenities like

individuals can choose to live, work and play anywhere

a fibre-optic backbone connection to the internet, people

in the world,” Burden concluded. “The lifestyle in

in the tech industry or those professionals who can ‘tele-

Parksville-Qualicum Beach is unique in Canada, and

commute’ are prime targets for relocation to the region.”

with this new campaign we’re looking forward to seeing
younger families and new businesses making our region

The Oceansides Initiatives project was funded through

their home.”

ICET’s Economic Development Readiness Program.
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